






















Snowman Describing Game 
 
 

This game may be played as a memory game or go fish.  Use for the following: 
 
*/sn/ practice 
*using adjectives 
*asking questions 
*complex phrases 
*details 
 
e.g. Do you have the snowman who is holding a black broom?  etc. 
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Help the snowman find 
his way to the snow.

  You slip on 
    some ice.  Go 
    back 1 space.

   Stop to have 
  a snowball 
   fight.  Lose 

   a turn.

  Take a free 
turn!

    You find  
    some skiis.   

    Move ahead 
    2 spaces.

 Go back 
  2 spaces.



 
 
 

Snowflake Science ExperimentSnowflake Science ExperimentSnowflake Science ExperimentSnowflake Science Experiment    
 

Our Class Write Up: 
 
1.  We made a snowflake with soft, white pipe cleaners. 
 
2.  Then, we took a piece of string and tied one end to the 
snowflake and one end to the pencil. 
 
3.  Next, we filled a glass jar with boiling water and mixed in 
about 4 tablespoons of Borax Laundry Booster for each cup of 
water used.  We stirred to dissolve as much of the Borax as we 
could. (You need to have a supersaturated solution.) 
 
4.  After that we hung the snowflake inside the jar laying the 
pencil across the top. 
 
5.  We checked the jar the next day and dumped out the water.  
Our snowflake was covered in white, sparkling, hard crystals! 



Name: _____________________________ 

    
Snow Science ExperimentsSnow Science ExperimentsSnow Science ExperimentsSnow Science Experiments    

 
 

Will snow melt faster when hot or cold Will snow melt faster when hot or cold Will snow melt faster when hot or cold Will snow melt faster when hot or cold 
water is poured on it?water is poured on it?water is poured on it?water is poured on it?    
PredictionPredictionPredictionPrediction    

                    
ResultsResultsResultsResults    

                                    
Will snow melt faster in my hand or Will snow melt faster in my hand or Will snow melt faster in my hand or Will snow melt faster in my hand or 
my mitten?my mitten?my mitten?my mitten?    
PredictionPredictionPredictionPrediction    

                                    
ResultsResultsResultsResults    

         



Name: _________________________ 
 

Snowflake ExperimentSnowflake ExperimentSnowflake ExperimentSnowflake Experiment    
    

What did we need?What did we need?What did we need?What did we need?    

    
    

    
    
What do you think is going to happen to the What do you think is going to happen to the What do you think is going to happen to the What do you think is going to happen to the 
snowflake?snowflake?snowflake?snowflake?    

    



Name: _____________________ 
 

How to Make a Snowman 
 
1.  Make  a ______________  _____________. 

2.  Make  a ______________ ______________ 

and put it on ______________ of the 

____________ one. 

3.  Make a ______________ ______________ 

and put it on _______________ of the 

_______________ one. 

4.  Get _______________ sticks to make 

______________. 



5.  Put on his ____________ and____________. 

6.  Use a carrot for his ______________ and 

coal for his ______________. 

 
    
    
bigbigbigbig        snowballsnowballsnowballsnowball    mediummediummediummedium    snowballsnowballsnowballsnowball    

toptoptoptop                    bigbigbigbig        smallsmallsmallsmall        snowballsnowballsnowballsnowball    

toptoptoptop        mediummediummediummedium    twotwotwotwo            armsarmsarmsarms    

hathathathat        scarfscarfscarfscarf        nosenosenosenose        mouthmouthmouthmouth                
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The Jacket

I Wear in the Snow

This book was adapted by Charlotte Hummon (Jan. 2001) using
Boardmaker and Picture Communication Symbols from Mayer-
Johnson Co., P.O. Box 1579, Solana Beach, CA  92075 U.S.A. in
the style of the book "The Jacket I Wear in the Snow" by Shirley Neitze



snow.I wear in the

This is the jacket



This is the zipper



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the



This is the scarf,

wooly and red,



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the

that's caught in zipperthe



This is the cap

for

for
my head,



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the

that's caught in zipperthe

that matches the wooly and redscarf



These are the mittens

for

for
my 2 hands,



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the

that's caught in zipperthe

that matches the wooly and redscarf

that I wear with the for my headcap



These are the snowpants

with 2 red bands



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the

that's caught in zipperthe

that matches the wooly and redscarf

that I wear with the for my headcap

that I wear with the for my 2 handsmittens



These are the boots

for

for
my 2 feet



that's stuck on jacket

snow.I wear in

the

the

that's caught in zipperthe

that matches the wooly and redscarf

that I wear with the for my headcap

that I wear with the for my 2 handsmittens

that I wear with the with 2 red bands

2

snowpants



These are the clothes

snow.I wear in the



to play in snow.the

I'm warm when goI

to my head nose,and

From my feet toesand





Things to do on a Snowy Day! 
 

 
I ___________________ snowy days.  When it snows, I feel 
___________________________ because _____________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
Today I will tell you  some things  I can do on a snowy day. 
 
SKIP A SPACE 
 
First, I enjoy ____________________________________________. 
(3 details) ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
SKIP A SPACE 
 
Another thing I enjoy doing is _______________________________ 
(3 details) ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
 SKIP A SPACE   
 



 
 
 
Finally,  I like to _________________________________________ 
(3 details) ______________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
SKIP A SPACE   
 
 
Clearly you can see that I __________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
I hope __________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________ 
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